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Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive ACCESS to the online e-book, practice

questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one

learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be

successful in your law school classes â€“ portability, meaningful feedback, and greater efficiency. A

leading text by a prominent scholar, Constitutional Law is known for its concise, yet comprehensive

presentation. Professor Chemerinskyâ€™s distinctive approach presents the law solely through

case excerpts and his own essays. With the authorâ€™s context and background information, the

law becomes more readily understood. A flexible organization accommodates a variety of course

structures; no chapter assumes that students have read preceding material. A complete

Teacher&#39;s Manual and Annual Case Supplement round out this acclaimed text. The Fourth

Edition introduces a streamlined presentation for even greater manageability. Major new cases are

reviewed: United States Department of Health and Human Services v. State of Florida

(constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act); Arizona v. United States (preemption of Arizonaâ€™s

SB 1070); McDonald v. City of Chicago (application of the Second Amendment to the states); and

Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission (First Amendment right of corporations to spend

money in elections.) CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of

reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework.

Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the Study Center.

Practice questions from Examples & Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash

flashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your

strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE TOOL Most professors will

tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The

Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the e-book into an editable

format to accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester. Â  Â  Â  Â 
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This is the famous standard casebook for Con Law. Although good, it needs the treatise (same

author) in order to get the full scope of the issues. Often wondered why you need a 1,000 page

book to explain another 1,000 page book. You would think they combine them into one 1,000 page

book. However, while this book lists cases with minimal comment, the other book (typically called a

Hornbook) gives extensive commentary on those same cases. So, buy them both.

In the print casebook, I could look at the table of contents and get a sense of what was cases were

in the page range the professor assigned. The Kindle edition has no page numbers in the table of

contents. In the print casebook, I could quickly glance to the bottom of the page and tell whether the

footnote was citing a source or providing supplemental information about the text. The Kindle edition

moves the footnotes to hyperlinked endnotes, and the extra time it takes to follow the hyperlinks

made me more likely to skip them. When the professor told the class to "turn to the last paragraph

on page..." it was very tricky to figure out where that paragraph was in the Kindle edition. And, after

dealing with these irritations all semester, I couldn't sell my Kindle book on the used textbook

market -- and at the time of this review,  was paying $99 for print textbooks in good condition. (And

yes, I knew at the time I purchased the Kindle edition that it was non-transferable, so I couldn't sell it

when I was done.)

It had all the cases necessary for a Constitutional Law class. The cases walk the fine line of

informative/entertaining enough to not bore me. But that may have been thanks to the instructor.

8/10 would learn Constitutional Law from this book again. Also informative a source of

Unconstitutional Laws.



great book. This is the first text book that I bought on Kindle. I love it. Well I have the old large

Kindle, same size as a full size ipad, approx 7 x 10.75, so its easy to slog through lots of pages.

Also, with the kindle you can share on other devices. So I can search the book on key words, copy

from the book into briefs, highlight in the digital version without destroying the pages, and bring it

everywhere without the heavy book. Before this I thought I was a physical book person, but I am

now converted. If I ever want the physical book, I will ALSO want the kindle version for these

conveniences and functions.

I bought this TOME for school. Because of that I dont have much to say other than that it contains

about 1900 pages or so of awesome constitutional law knowledge, and if your professor requires

this book as mine did, that it will be worth the investment.

Try the used listing section of this book for books in "like new" condition and read the description to

see if they are actually new...my friend told me that only a few sellers are allowed to list this book as

"new" and others are forced to sell their new books as "like new." Could save you some $$$.

This is biggest text book that you will ever use. Chemerinsky put everything into this book. Get the

supplement too it makes it easier to understand.

The book arrived with beaten up corners and a crease in the spine of the book. I was disappointed

with this as it was a brand new textbook.
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